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Abstract 
Since the critical graphs of order  14dn  were studied so far [1,2,3,4,6,11], in this paper, we are concerned with 5-
critical graphs of order 15. This paper gives the complete possible list of degree sequences of 5-critical graphs of order 
.15  
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1.  Notations:  
Throughout this paper, Let G = (V, E) be a simple graph with n  vertices and m edges. ' (G) , G (G) 
denote the maximum degree and the minimum degree of G. The number of edges incident with a vertex v in 
G is denoted by d(v). The number of vertices of degree j  is denoted by jn . kN  denotes the set of all 
minor vertices of degree  k, 12 'dd k  and  M denotes the set of all major vertices. 
'' nnnG 21 21)(S denotes the degree sequence of G, where if jn = 0, then the factor jnj is 
customarily omitted in )(GS . Let  GS   denote the set of all possible  degree sequences of a  graph G. If S 
and T are subsets of V(G), then | [ S, T] | denotes the number of edges in G with one end in S and the other 
in T. 
2. Introduction:  
The chromatic index 'F (G) of a graph G is the minimum number of colours required to colour the edges 
of G so that no two adjacent edges receive the same colour.  C(v) is the set of all colours represented at v 
and
 
)(vCc  is the set of all colours absent at v in an edge colouring of G. A famous theorem of Vizing[9] 
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states that the chromatic index 'F (G) of a simple graph G is ' (G) or ' (G)+1, where ' (G) denotes the 
maximum vertex degree in G.  A graph G is of class one if 'F (G) = ' (G)  and is of class two otherwise. A 
class two connected graph G is (chromatic index) critical if 'F (G - e ) < 'F (G) for each edge e   
of G. If we want to stress the maximum vertex degree of a critical graph G, we say G is  ' -critical. 
The following are some of the known results:  
R1: [5]  Fiorini's Inequality: Let 3t'  be an integer. If G is a ' -critical graph, then        














The bound on 'n  in the Fiorini's Inequality has been improved by Limin Zhang, Wenjun Shi, Xianzhen 
Huang and Guangrong Li. They have proved the following result. 














R3: [11]  If G is a '  - critical graph of order n having minimum valency G , then 
(i) 1)1(
2
1 'd nm   if n is odd  (ii) 1)2(
2
1 'd Gnm  if n is even. 
R4: [4] Let  3!'  and G be a ' -critical graph containing at least 1tk  vertices kwww ,,, 21   of 
degree 2 and an additional vertex },,,{ 21 kd wwwv   of degree .22 'dd d  Then the order of G 
is at least .13 ' dk  
R5: [10] Vizing’s Adjacency Lemma(VAL): In a ' –critical graph G, if wv  is an edge and kvd  )(  , 
then w  is adjacent with at least 1' k other vertices of degree ' . In particular, G has at least 
2' G vertices of degree ' . 
R6: [7]  If G is a 5-critical simple graph, then .22 t nm   
R7:  Parity Condition: The number of vertices of odd degree in a graph is even . We call this the parity 
condition. 
 
3. Edge Chromatic 5-Critical graphs of order 15: 
The following theorems list out all possible degree sequences of 5-critical graphs of  
order .15 n  
3.1  Lemma   If G is a ' -critical graph with 'n odd, then ,2)( d' Gs  where )(Gs  is the degree 
sum of all minor vertices of G. 
Proof:  Let tuuu ,,, 21   and 'nvvv ,,, 21   denote the minor and major vertices respectively ( note 
that ' nnt  ). Since each iu  is adjacent with a major vertex, without loss of generality, let 11vue   
be an edge in G.  Then  .)( ' c eGF  Let },...,2,1{)(: 'o eGES be a ' -edge colouring. Let 
).( 1vCi c  Then ).( 1uCi  Since the colour i  is represented at each of the 'n  vertices 
'nvvvu ,,, 321  and 'n  is odd, it follows that i  is represented at some minor vertex ku  ( 1zk ). 
Similarly, each colour j ( iz ) is represented at every vertex in },,,{ 21 'nvvv   and so every 















)( . Since only 1)( 1 ud  edges are coloured at 1u  and the colour i  is represented in at least 
two vertices 1u  and ),1( zkuk   .2)( d' Gs  
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3.2 Theorem   If G is a 5-critical graph of order 15 with 2 G , then  




Proof: If ,62 tn  by VAL, 125 tn , a contradiction. If  ,52  n then .105 tn  Since 15 n , 
.105  n Thus 60)105()52(2  uu m and hence nm 230   ,a contradiction to R6. If 
,42  n then .85 tn  Thus 63)511()42(2  uudm  and hence ,1231  d nm  a 
contradiction to R6. Thus  .32 dn  
Case(i): :32  n
 
Then 65 tn  and .643 d nn  If ,643   nn  then 65  n and hence 
30)4(662 dm  (i.e.)   ,230 nm  d  a contradiction to R6. If ,543   nn   then  75  n   and 
hence .6135)4(562  dm   (i.e.) ,230 nm  d  a contradiction to R6. If  ,443   nn  then  
85  n    and hence  .6240)4(462  dm  (i.e.) ,1231  d nm  a contradiction to R6. If  
,343   nn  then  95  n   and hence  .6345)4(362  dm  (i.e.) ,1231  d nm a 
contradiction to R6. If 243   nn , then .105  n  If ,14 dn       .63504362  dm   (i.e.) 
,1231  d nm  a contradiction to R6. Therefore  24  n   and  .03  n   Thus the possible degree 
sequence is .542 1023   If ,143   nn  then  .115  n  By parity condition,  .13  n Thus  
113352)(  GS  , a contradiction to R4. If ,043   nn  then  .125  n  Therefore the possible degree 
sequence is .52 123  
Case(ii):  :22  n   Then, by VAL,  55 tn  and hence  .843 d nn  If  ,843   nn  then  .55  n  
Hence by VAL, > @ 20)10(2|,| 432  tMNNN    and .3
20
5 tn  (i.e.)  ,75 tn   a contradiction. 
If   ,743   nn   then .65  n   Then  .62302842  dm  
(i.e.) ,1231  d nm  a contradiction to R6. If ,643   nn   then  .75  n  Then  
.63352442  dm  (i.e.) ,1231  d nm  a contradiction to R6. If ,543   nn   then  
.85  n    If ,44 dn  .634031642  dm  (i.e.) ,1231  d nm  a contradiction to R6. 
Thus .54  n  Therefore the possible degree sequence is   .542 852  If   ,443   nn   then .95  n  By 
parity condition,  .44 zn  If  ,24 dn    .63456842  dm   
(i.e.) ,1231  d nm  a contradiction to R6. Thus  34  n  and  .13  n  Therefore the possible degree 
sequence is   .5342 932  If  ,343   nn   then .105  n  By parity condition, .3,13 zn  Therefore the 
possible degree sequences are   1032 542   and  .4532 1022  If  ,243   nn   then .115  n  By parity 
condition, .13  n  Therefore the possible degree sequence is   .3452 112   If  ,143   nn   then 
.125  n  By parity condition, .03  n  Therefore the possible degree sequence is .452 122  If  
,043   nn  then  13252)(  GS , a contradiction to parity condition. 
Case(iii): :12  n  Then, by VAL,  55 tn   and   .943 d nn  If  ,943   nn   then .55  n   Hence 
by VAL, > @ .20|,| 432 tMNNN   Thus ,3
20
5 tn  a contradiction. If ,843   nn  then .65  n   
If ,74 dn  .633032822  dm  (i.e.) ,1231  d nm  a contradiction to R6. 
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2 425 ! t nnn    a contradiction. If  
,743   nn   then .75  n  By parity condition, .74 zn  If ,54 dn  .633562022  dm  







32 4325   t nnnn  a contradiction.  
If  ,643   nn   then .85  n  By parity condition, 4n  is even. (i.e.) .5,34 zn   If ,24 dn  
.624012822  dm (i.e.) ,1231  d nm a contradiction to R6. Thus .6,44  n  
Thus the possible degree sequences are 86524   and .5423 842  If  ,543   nn   then .95  n   
If ,14 dn  ,634541222  dm   a contradiction to R6. Also by parity condition,  .5,34 zn  
Therefore 24  n  or 4. Thus the possible degree sequences are  945234  and .5423 923  If  
,443   nn   then .105  n  By parity condition, .3,13 zn   Thus the possible degree sequences are  
1022104 5423,524  and .523 104  If  ,343   nn   then .115  n  By parity condition, .2,03 zn  
Thus the possible degree sequences are 1125234   and  .523 113   If  ,243   nn   then .125  n  By 
parity condition, .13 zn  Thus the possible degree sequences are 122524  and .523 122  If  
,143   nn   then .135  n  By parity condition, .13  n Therefore  .235)( 13 GS  By the Lemma 
3.1,  ,325  d'   a contradiction. If ,043   nn  then  .145  n  Thus the possible degree sequence 
is  .2514     





Proof: By R6, .22 t nm  Thus .4444543 543543 t nnnnnn  
Hence )1(.435 t nn  
Case(i): :13  n   Then 1454   nn  and 5n  is odd. Also, by VAL, .45 tn  If ,55  n  







435   t nnn   a contradiction. Therefore the 
possible degree sequences are 9511313 534,534,345   and 77534 .    
Case(ii):  :23  n   Then  1354   nn    and 5n  is even. By (1), .65 tn  If ,65  n  






435 ! t nnn   a contradiction. Thus .85 tn  Therefore 
the possible degree sequences are 1032852 543,543  and .453 122  










435 !  t nnn  a contradiction. Thus .95 tn  Therefore the 
possible degree sequences are  113453   and .543 933    
Case(iv):  :43  n  Then 1154   nn  and 5n  is even. By (1), .85 tn  Therefore the possible degree 
sequences are 834 543 and  .453 104  
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Case(v): :53  n  Then 1054   nn  and 5n  is odd. By (1), .95 tn  Therefore the possible degree 
sequence is .453 95  
Case(vi): :63 tn  Then .954 d nn  By (1),  ,105 tn a contradiction.  
3.4  Theorem    If G is a 5-critical graph of order 15 with ,4 G    then  
        
}.5,45,45,454 { 6987105123GS  
 Proof: By parity condition, 4n  is odd and .04 zn  If ,37,14   mn  a contradiction to R3(i). If  
,114 tn  By VAL, .3
211
5
utn  (i.e.) ,85 tn  a contradiction. Thus the possible degree sequences are  
87105123 5,45,454  and  6954 . 
3.5  Corollary:  If G is a 5-critical graph of order 15 with 4, G  then  3.2nm t  
[Note that this bound is stronger than the existing bound given in R6.] 
 
4. Conclusion:  
In this paper, we have listed all possible degree sequences of edge chromatic 5-critical graphs of order 15 
and also we have  improved the existing bound on size m for 5-critical graphs of order 15 when .4 G  
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